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1947. It is Italy’s first permanent theater, and a national “teatro stabile”, or

MILAN



RISTORANTE GIACOMO ARENGARIO
Via Guglielmo Marconi, 1, Milano

EL BRELLIN
Alzaia Naviglio Grande, 14, Milano

MIMMO MILANO
Via Sirtori, 34, Milano

CERESIO 7
Viale Ceresio, 7, Milano

LANGOSTERIA 10
Via Savona, 10, Milano

RISTORANTE BAGUTTA
Via Bagutta,14, Milano



give character to the cityscape, reflecting and accompanying changes in the

Hugo Boss, Calvin Klein, Armani, Jimmy Choo, Balenciaga, Dolce & Gabbana, Bulgari, Prada and Roberto Cavalli are just some of the brands that you can find

friends, with clothing, special foods and very sophisticated accessories. At number 23 luxury and refinement reach their climax with L’Olfattorio, a shop where

all year round. Here you can find over 300 top international brands including: Gucci, Armani, Calvin Klein, Dolce&Gabbana, Pinko, Prada, Salvatore Ferragamo,



Any Game..Any Place..Any Time!

All Marathon in the World



give character to the cityscape, reflecting and

At number 23 luxury and refinement reach their

70% discount all year round. Here you can find

MILAN



enlarged with archaeological findingsfrom Ernesto
land of truffles and great Piedmontese wines. The

Shopping Tour that winds through the magnificent

TURIN



www.loftafirenze.it

occasions. The main floor, which is one of the largest in Florence, opens

the maximum which causes endless reflections between the different areas.

along the Medici Walk, and the Uffizi Gallery,

the Chianti Classico area, the first grape growing

determined by an official proclamation, made by

FLORENCE



location, refined and elegant, where historic charm combines with modern

military fortifications and also as social pride for

of Maranello, the Company’s official exhibition,

BOLONIA



“cicheti” (as to say, fingerfood ) at the local show you where to find the traditional craft shops,
including leather shopping, fine Murano glass,

VENICE



The long history of the Capitoline Museums and the many magnificent
treasures they house make them an ideal venue for high-profile events.The

past trends with a new look!!If you want to find a

ROME




